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Preface

As we all know depending on your opinion, the Frankfurt School was either a great critique of consumerism or a death knell for the Aryans at the hands of jews, in this book I’ll explain the reason for Integral Traditionalism and the importance of communal, anti-capitalist structure is important for a future society and why the Frankfurt's tactics can be used against themselves to bring about a society such as this

As noted in my previous book, this is sort of a continuation of what I stated in my book on Ethical Solipsism. for any sort of revolutionary society, we need a priori to undermine the current system, so that a posteri, can be established upon its ruins, its decayed, impotent, weak pre-civilization that existed before but could not bring about anything worth mankind being proud of.

Proud of what? a consumerist hellhole that while the Frankfurt School lamented, it is well known that the Zionists play both sides, because some of the biggest proprietors of capital are under the grasp of the same people. Hopefully I will begin to illustrate what is to be done in the following chapters

Chapter I:
Frankfurt's Hell On Earth

Many of the Frankfurt accolades were immensely correct in identifying the problems of consumerism and free market capitalism and its effects on society, save for the works of Reich, who was a mere associate, and Fromm who got it all wrong and was ousted from the school for being revisionist, one must think of how the tactics of such a school can be used against the Sigil of Zion itself, in a psychoanalytic manner much similar to how they used it on unsuspecting non-jews.

One of the worst was William Reich, a known homosexual and pederast who not only used his power as a child psychologist to manipulate young boys and destroy their childhoods through genital therapy and psychological torture methods I need not state here, I have come to the conclusion that most gay pederasts are the way they are because they got beat up as children in grade school, and rightfully so, because they were flagrant homosexuals, so as adults they were not man enough to come to terms with their state of being with adults so they targeted impressionable children because they were in fact cowards. One may state, "Why Justin, you are ok with heterosexual ones" Well that's a different story, considering before the rise of feminism as long as Church and state were involved, as a priori to marriage, An older man could marry a much younger woman because, intrinisically, that was the way of the old order, and nobody batted an eye at that because homosexuals are incapable of producing children and therefore lack a moral compass thats incompatible with religious doctrine, in any, be it Islam, Christianity, even classic Judaism forbid such things. But Talmudic practices imply that its ok to lie to non-jews and subvert any culture they enter, they no longer have a real home so they must spread their poison into every part of the corporate structure.

Feminism, which was a psyop that women so readily grasped upon, because women, mentally, are permanently adolescent. Freud would assume I have mother issues, which may be true but a person such as Freud, would not be able to judge
anything because jews do not have a moral compass, they do whatever they can, and they have the corporate, capitalist backing to do so, like encourage feminism and other such garbage to infiltrate the minds of women, and lately of men. But early on, it was just women, because they are easily manipulated, essentially easily conquerable as Herodotus spoke of Egypt stating that the Egyptian Empire had an essential feminine character. And who was the rulers at most in Egypt? women. that's why it fell to Rome later on. A worship of the divine feminine is an act of worship towards satan, as it was stated in both the Apocryphal teachings that Lilith was the devil's daughter, and Eve, was a listless moron who followed anything anyone told her. It was Adam's fault for not seeing through her poison.

Adam, therefore, was a victim of circumstance, as Aristotle put it "they are incomplete men". and why has man fallen so hard, because, he wants to get laid, his penis guides his movements. Women are wonderful works of art but internally lead men into sin. Therefore nowadays the Satan, or the god of the jews, has his talons firmly into the skin of humanity. So how do we remedy this? A look upon the tactics of Frankfurt, we can assume that a lot of these thinkers loved to get high off their own supply and arrogance. Hit them where it hurts. Tell them they protest authoritarianism because they are faggots in need of rape, that they promote homosexuality in and outside of Zion because they are weak and divisive and want humanity to sink to their level of anti-humanity, not to be confused with anti-humanism, as while they are humanist on the surface, its a mere shield to cover for their love of money. Every one of them knows this but chooses to lie. If those such as Adorno, Horkheimer, Fromm, Debord, hate consumerism so much why does their tribe worship gold instead of God? because they know they can't win unless they fight without playing fair, proxy wars, realpolitik is their game. There are the slut at your local bar who flashes their tits and complains when some man beneath their standards touches their mammaries. Lets rape Mammon.
Chapter II:
The Exclusion of Judaism from The Perennial Tradition

So You May ask, why is this important? because in order for a integral traditionalist society to exist, the grand subverters of culture must be excluded from any sort of religious unity among the belief of your God/Gods. They will tear asunder the fabric of any perennial tradition by refusing to assimilate. Why? because it is essential in their nature to act politically as jews first, and what ever host tradition, culture or volk they inhabit, is inconsequentially secondary. Therefore any attacks against them from defending a perennial mindset is greatly encouraged. they are Hegelian for the wrong reasons, changing their tactics and adopting whatever guise they can so that they can, and this may be for also good reasons as well, to pick off "Weak believers" from "True believers", as they do this, any that defect because of phony humanitarian reasons can be used as meatshields against them in the coming holy war of the Perennialists vs. the Judaic establishment. an acceleration of this depopulation true vs. false will trim us down to a sharpened blade to cut through the heart of Zion with precision. If we must play their game, we must keep them guessing as to whether we are supporting them trimming us down, or what will happen when the stone and steel blade is impenetrable against us. They are not clever and not smart.
As stated in my previous book I spoke of agnostics. This can also mean fence sitting non-believers who can be cast to the fires of hades itself, any sort of rational humanism and humanitarianism, the golems of Venice, Hitchens, Dawkins, etc etc. can be used as cannon fodder, as the monolithic machine moves forth and devours anyone not living or dying by the blade. "God doesn't exist" yells the atheist, as the hellmouth opens and devours his soulless corpse into the fires of hell, never to be seen again. For those claim to have empirical knowledge of non-existence will be crushed into the mud for what is a claim but just an act of sophistry. I too practice that, and act against those who say you cannot prove a negative. but you can divide by zero, you can split an atom, I can split you in half you insufferable peon of atheist dominance. for someone who doesn't believe in the existence of God/Gods you sure love to talk about him as if he does exist. If this is the case you don't really have a disbelief in him, and you are just as bad as the Jews because you hate him. It can be the only reason for your diarrhea filled mouth of anti-religious diatribes.

A lot of philosophers were atheists but it doesn't mean their doctrines can't be useful to disprove them or reach towards a certain society. Many of the pessimist schools likely did believe in God, they just though he hated them, and gave them bad genes on purpose to make their self-esteem go down, Dostoyevsky was correct in assuming that humans are madly in love with suffering. We suffer not because we can but we are condemned to suffer on earth so as a way to be free of suffering in the afterlife. Now many Christians would see this as heretical but even if Christ suffered for our sins how do many people still suffer? because I tend to believe, of my own volution, that Christ wants all of humanity to feel his pain, to crucify themselves during life so as to be free of pain in the afterlife.

It doesn't matter if you're an attention seeking, depressed little girl (across the road for attention, down the road for results, missy) or a victim of rape, or a PTSD ridden soldier. We suffer to live, as Cioran put it. the Jews do not suffer, they have continued to beat every Empire in existence through out history. But isn't time they really did? If they think the Holocaust was bad, the end times will be worse as to meet their maker Satan, who predeterministically set man on a path towards ruin.
Chapter III:
The Communal Tradition
And Anti-Capitalism

Can you imagine there was a time before currency? Many cannot. The world revolves nowadays around the capital market, a dominion of megacorporations hell bent on world domination. Who do they think they are? To dominate the human mind through the worship of Satanic money? To control the masses through consumerism instead of communalism? While the Frankfurt School was correct in assessing this issue, we all know their tactics are being used by big corporations to turn people into cultureless drones. Obviously there is nothing wrong with being against consumerism, the plasticity of the modern world yet why use their methods? Because to be against capitalism, we must strive to separate ourselves from the urbanite mentality of consume and destroy and instead build societies free of money, away from civilization, and live self sufficient. I knew of one hunting village in central Siberia that was much like this, they are still going (Thank heavens), and seems to be what we should strive for.

opposing consumerism (Frankfurt School), retreating into the forest (Junger, Linkola, Camatte), and building our own world (Ocalan). albeit, I will touch on why I despise Rojava in a second.
Rojava is not what it seems, they are female dominated pillars of sodom, while a lot of the theorists behind them, Bookchin and Ocalan, et all, have their reasons, a society of women is not a society at all. As stated, Women make 85% of consumer spending. Basically the reason why our earth is polluted is because of women’s trash. Go ahead and call it "incel ecology" but I jest not, its serious. Linkola was correct in assuming any war that attempts to reduce the harmful effects of combat must strike the women and girls, so that consumerism becomes a thing of mostly the past. We cannot get rid of all garbage. That is impossible. Give Rojava enough time and it will become the same wretched shitpile the west has become if they continue existing.

As for Turkey and pan-Turkism, they are despised, and often because of the Byzantine empire falling to pieces. We can learn from that, and yes the Saracens can be blamed but do you not think its time that Christianity and Islam buried the hatchet on such matters? a mutual aid between all religious cultures, excluding the Jews as they will not accept as to subvert that mutual aid for their own gain. a Perennial society can only function without satanic money exchanges or as little currency as possible, decentralized and a supranational structure of mutual exchange of consumer properties, as Gold is not the highest standard of man. God Is.

In recent times, most wars are fought because of an eyesore in the middle east known as Israel and their deluded, most female protestant backers here in the states, as Protestantism has continued its rise in dominance, capitalism has flourished simply because Protestants believe, "if I work hard without time off, God will love me". This is an act of Stockholm where people work themselves to live a life of brutish shortness and never actually live, they just exist. To destroy the capitalist structure is to destroy the spirits of baby boomers, people that went and hated capitalism as young hippies but now support it. though a wise man once said "he who is not a rebel when young has no heart, but he who is still a rebel at old age has no head", it would seem this statement has largely been rendered moot considering those in charge seek to destroy the world over end-time prophecy. They, the Protestant baby boomers, must be destroyed along with the jews in the middle east. God’s time is not our time, and these Protestants have no business playing God. Any attack against either or within the U.S. or elsewhere is justified.
Chapter IV:
Frankfurt Unraveled

The same listless women will cut off their son’s foreskin but also refuse vaccinations. It is my inclination that women, who make up most of health care and psychiatry, are the truly mentally ill, for the Frankfurts have subverted their pea-sized brains and now they are taking it out on men (and boys alike), no fault divorce, anti-vaccination movements, cutting of foreskin, believe women nonsense. The jews of gender, as Roosh called them, the biggest consumers. Roosh, even a christian now, I still agree that his "rape on private property" rant was a bit much even for me but if no such thing as private property exists these women will meet the ignoble savage who will tear their grip on society as a whole asunder. Men wouldn't be driven to violence, as its being increasingly seen if women weren't controlling the reigns. and the golems of Zion perpetrate their insanity. Any sort of control against men, We will find a way around it, be it poison the water supply, bombings. It doesn't matter. Stop controlling men and men will not repeatedly lash out at you. Our corrupt government is scared that if they defy women they will not get what they desire most: sex. Not knowing that they’re stronger, and if they come to this self-realization they will get the society so many men want deep inside. But many of these men sit listlessly because a lot of them are
corrupted by capital. any distraction, i.e., "If I'm rich why would I fight, I got what I want" Money is evil, procreation is not. Just because you are rich does not mean you are free, that you have liberty, because ultimately, a piece of paper, or a sliver of copper controls your life. Life is not what you earn life is family, community, and because capitalism blinds you to the men that are beneath you, you say "I got fine, I don't care if you don't have yours". Free yourself from this. Many men do not have what you have, look past the worship of money and inspire insurrection and collaboration, for while you are comfortable with your material gains, your wife is running around behind your back, getting it where she can, from wealthier men than you. Can you imagine if women’s pussies were not backed by currency? they would hold no value, and be redistributed among men as a good leader, one who is of good character and knows that a society controlled by men, not one of money and women, is what entails less corruption, and a more Godly society. Pol Pot was someone who did this and the evil Vietcong, who were puppets of Russia, decided to ruin what could have been the perfect society. But take what you will from what has been written and spread it far and wide as to know he knew things more than anyone else and has been painted as a villian by revisionists worldwide.

Epilogue
In closing I hope that many will read this for years to come to realize that a Syndicate of religions cannot exist with Zion, and that Syndicate cannot be maintained with an open market. The Frankfurt School may have been dastardly in giving ideas to the wrong people, but any of those can be used against those golems to subvert the change we see today in the form of cosmopolitanism, consumerism and lack of true community, despite a lot of their anti-family attitudes, for the mostly Jewish Frankfurt School never had a home, or family. Just stolen land and subverted cultures.